Abstract Acetylated tubulin (AT) expression has been proposed as a marker for sensitivity to taxane chemotherapy. We wanted to explore AT as a prognostic marker in squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck (SCCHN). We assessed AT expression in archival tissue from our institutional tissue bank of primary SCCHN specimens. We also examined AT expression on pre-therapy tissues of patients with SCCHN receiving induction chemotherapy with docetaxel, cisplatin and 5FU (TPF IC). AT expression was assessed on archival cases of SCCHN with (N = 63) and without (N = 82) locoregional lymph node metastases (LNM). The predominant tumor site was oral cavity (52 %). Immunohistochemistry staining was based on staining intensity and percentage of tumor cells stained to create a weighted index (WI). A total of nine patients who received TPF IC were evaluable for response by RECIST and also had pre-therapy tissues available. A significant independent correlation between AT and tumor grade (p = 0.001) and primary location (p = 0.008) was noted. There was a trend of higher AT in patients with presence of LNM (p = 0.052) and a trend in improved OS for patients with an AT WI below the median compared to those above the median for patients with no LNM (p = 0.054). For patients treated with induction TPF, we observed an inverse correlation between AT expression and response to TPF IC (p = 0.0071). AT expression is correlated with tumor grade and primary site. There was an observed trend correlating AT with presence nodal metastases. The observed inverse correlation with response to taxane based chemotherapy needs validation in a larger sample size.
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Introduction
More than 500,000 people worldwide are diagnosed with squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck (SCCHN) each year. Although one accepted standard of care for locally advanced SCCHN is upfront concurrent chemotherapy with cisplatin and radiation, also known as concomitant chemoradiotherapy (CRT). Several novel approaches have emerged over the past decade, including a focus on the sequential application of non-surgical management methods, namely induction chemotherapy (IC) followed by CRT (sequential therapy). In the MACH 2000 meta-analysis, the clinical trials which included IC seemed to offer an advantage over radiation alone with a absolute percentage of survival improvement of approximately 5 %; this however was with non-taxane-based IC regimens [1, 2] . Since then, randomized clinical trials comparing IC with a cisplatin and 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) doublet, i.e., PF, and a triplet regimen containing a taxane (docetaxel or paclitaxel) with PF (TPF), have led to the adoption of TPF as the IC regimen of choice for locally advanced SCCHN [3, 4] . The above notwithstanding, the question of when to use IC remains unanswered by clinical trials. Two large multinational trials led by major SCCHN referral centers in the US were recently completed. Final efficacy and toxicity results were presented at the American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) 2012 meeting, and did not reveal any statistically significant superiority in overall survival (OS) between IC followed by CRT (sequential therapy) over the current standard of care of upfront cisplatin-CRT. These data raise the question of whether or not improved patient selection tools might be required to justify the sequential approach [5, 6] .
Acetylated tubulin (AT) expression has been suggested as a prognostic marker in epithelial malignancies and also as a marker for sensitivity to chemotherapy [7] [8] [9] . In the laboratory, the expression of AT is detected through the use of routine immunohistochemistry (IHC). AT is a cytoplasmic stain, which reflects the location of the microtubules within the cell. In this study, we aimed to explore a possible correlation between AT expression (by immunohistochemistry) and other markers of disease biological aggressiveness, such as primary tumor histologic grade, the presence of locoregional LNM, response to TPF IC, and OS in SCCHN.
Methods
We assessed AT expression on pre-therapy biopsy specimens of 9 patients with locally advanced SCCHN treated with TPF IC and whose disease was evaluable for clinicoradiologic response after 3 cycles of TPF. All patients had uni-or bi-dimensional measurable lesions. Their characteristics are summarized in Table 1 . We also studied archival tissue specimens from primary SCCHN cases with (63 cases) and without (82 cases) LNM. Clinical characteristics of patients were retrieved from the Department of Pathology database. Importantly, none of these patients (whose archival specimens were available for analysis) had distant metastases at the time of clinical diagnosis and staging that led to their inclusion in the institutional database. Both analyses were performed after review and approval of the Emory institutional review board.
In order to estimate relationships between AT tissue expression level as measured by the IHC weighted index (WI) (defined in a subsequent section titled ''Acetylated tubulin Assay'') and the presence of LNM, primary tumor location, grade, and clinical stage in the retrospective samples, we used Wilcoxon two-sample and KruskalWallis tests. Log-rank test was used to examine the difference in OS and disease free survival (DFS) between pairs of groups based on whether WI was above versus below the median value for this parameter. Similar analyses for OS and DFS were performed in sets of four groups based on WI quartiles. (See following section describing ''Acetylated tubulin Assay'' for further details). A cox proportional hazard model was employed to estimate the adjusted effect of WI on OS and DFS.
Acetylated Tubulin Assay
We examined the level of AT in paraffin-embedded tissue of biopsies ( Fig. 1 ). Immunohistochemistry (Dako North America, Carpinteria, CA) was performed using a DAKO Autostainer on formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue sections at the Winship Cancer Institute Pathology Core facility. Samples were de-paraffinized, subjected to antigen retrieval and incubated in a 1:500 dilution of monoclonal anti-AT antibody (Sigma catalog #T6793; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) for 40 min. Sections were counter-stained with hematoxylin. Mouse IgG was used as a negative control.
IHC staining for cytoplasmic AT was scored based on intensity and percentage of tumor cells stained: 0 = no staining, 1? = weak, 2? = moderate, 3? = moderate to high, 4? = high. For the retrospective samples a WI was calculated as the product of percent IHC stained cells X stain intensity.
Statistical Analysis
Response to TPF IC was assessed using the percentage change of tumor based on RECIST criteria [10] . The relationship between response to TPF and AT staining intensity was tested for significance with the Spearman's coefficient method.
For the archival tissue analysis, patients' characteristics were summarized and compared between patients with and without LNM. WI was treated as a continuous variable.
Wilcoxon rank-sum test and Kruskal-Wallis test were used to estimate the relationships of stain intensity indices (WI) with the presence versus absence of LNM, as well as node status, and primary site of disease, tumor grade, and tumor stage. OS was measured as the time from date of diagnosis to death or last contact. DFS was measured as the time from date of diagnosis to last date without clinicoradiologically evident disease or last contact whichever comes first. The survivorship functions for both OS and DFS were estimated by the Kaplan-Meier method. The log-rank test was used to test the difference in OS or DFS between different pairs of groups stratified by various tested factors. A Cox proportional hazards model [11] was used to estimate the effect of WI upon OS and DFS. The significance level for all comparisons was set at 0.05. The SAS statistical package v9.2 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC) was used for data management and analyses.
Results
For patients treated with TPF IC, we observed a significant inverse correlation between response rate to 3 cycles of TPF and AT staining. Patients with high AT expression demonstrated a lower tumor response to TPF IC compared to patients with low AT expression levels (p = 0.0071) (Fig. 2) .
In the archival tissue analysis, for each of the two groups, namely those patients with versus without LNM, demographics, treatment and staging information are summarized in Table 2 . There were significant differences in primary tumor site, clinical stage, histologic grade, and the administration of chemotherapy between patients with versus without LNM (p \ 0.001 for primary tumor site, stage, and grade; and p = 0.001 for chemotherapy use). Patients who lacked evidence of LNM mainly harbored primaries in the oral cavity, while tumor primary organ location was fairly evenly distributed for patients who had LNM.
There was a statistically significant correlation between AT expression (as assessed by WI) and tumor grade (p = 0.026) with well-differentiated SCCHN tumors demonstrating low AT expression. This difference held when we controlled for the location of tumor (p = 0.001). AT WI was lower in oral cavity SCCs as compared to laryngeal and oropharyngeal tumors (p = 0.015). This correlation persisted when we controlled for tumor grade (p = 0.008). There was an association noted between the presence of LNM and an increased AT expression by WI which did not reach statistical significance (p = 0.052). No significant differences in AT expression by WI were observed depending on primary tumor stage (p = 0.094). In patients who had locally metastatic SCCHN, no significant differences in AT expression by WI was found with nodal status (p = 0.566) ( Table 3) .
Among patients without LNM, there was a trend for a shorter OS in those whose tumors had AT expression by WI above the median value (p = 0.054) (Fig. 3) . On multivariable analysis, AT expression was not significantly associated with either OS or DFS when the entire cohort of patients was tested. Similar findings were noted for the subgroups of patients with LNM as well as those without LNM. The above analyses controlled for age, sex, race, and smoking status. BOT base of tongue, OT oral tongue, FOM floor of mouth, CR complete response, PR partial response, GPR good partial response, RR response after TPF 9 3, AT acetylated tubulin staining intensity, DF disease free, RECIST response evaluation criteria in solid tumors
Discussion
We found that lower AT levels correlated with better differentiated head and neck tumors and tumors of oral cavity primary. There is no clear explanation to why a high level of AT expression correlated with a higher tumor grade however, this finding would support the premise that microtubules that have a lower AT levels would predictably be more dynamic [12, 13] . Tubulin acetylation is a post-translational modification of the microtubule polymer that serves as a hallmark of stable microtubules [14] . In general, the more stable a microtubule is, the more acetylated it is. It is worth noting that our tumor samples were predominantly of oral cavity primary (52 %) the majority of which had no LNM (67 %). Of interest is the lower AT level we observed in oral cavity tumors compared to other sites namely oropharynx and larynx which was independent of tumor grade and may reflect a different biology in these tumors. As far as the marginally significant correlation we noted between a high AT expression and the presence of locoregional lymph node metastases (LNM) this supports that AT expression is correlated with more aggressive behavior. Even though AT expression appeared to be marginally correlated with a better OS in patients with node-negative disease this association did not hold for the node positive group. AT expression appeared to be marginally correlated with a better OS in patients with node-negative disease however this association did not hold for the node positive group. We also studied primary tumor AT expression in locally advanced SCCHN patients who were naïve to therapy namely patients who received induction chemotherapy with TPF (in the context of a sequential treatment paradigm). No patients had clinically evident/demonstrable distant metastatic disease at the time of tumor tissue analysis. We observed that a lower baseline AT expression correlated with response to TPF IC. Since taxane treatment induces potent tubulin acetylation both in vitro and in vivo, yielding ''hyperstable'' microtubules, the expression level of AT has been suggested as a surrogate marker for taxane sensitivity. Indeed, a low basal level of tubulin acetylation has been shown to suggest a better response to taxane treatment in vitro, especially when a taxane is combined with a small molecule inhibitor [8] . In a clinical trial at Emory University investigating the interaction of docetaxel with a farnesyl transferase inhibitor in patients with advanced malignancies, a low level of AT in tumor samples was a predictor for modest disease control [8] .
Our findings have potential significant clinical implicatins as among patients receiving TPF IC, predicting for those who will have a better outcome may help improve selection of patients for this modality. Taxanes are commonly used in treating SCCHN both in the locally advanced and distantly metastatic setting, due to their significant antitumor activity. Not surprisingly, taxanes (paclitaxel, and its subsequently developed and applied congener, docetaxel) are the backbone of the standard IC TPF regimen. The emergence of drug resistant tumor cells has been a limitation to the ability of these agents to produce the desired sustained responses and lack of relapsed or residual disease in treating a variety of solid tumors. Several mechanisms of resistance to taxanes have been described. Overexpression of drug efflux pumps, such as P-glycoprotein and multidrug resistance-associated protein-1 (MRP1), is one of the possible drug resistance mechanisms [15] [16] [17] . MRP1 can efficiently pump antineoplastic drugs out of cancer cells, thereby lowering intracellular drug concentrations. This phenomenon is seen with several classes of agents and is referred to as multidrug-resistance. A second possible mechanism underlying taxane resistance involves alterations in tubulin. Such alterations include: (a) altered expression of b-tubulin isotypes in taxane-resistant versus taxane-sensitive tumor cells [18] [19] [20] ; (b) aberrant microtubule assembly-disassembly [21] ; and (c) The presence of b-tubulin mutations in such cells [22] [23] [24] . All of these mechanisms have been demonstrated to be active in assorted in vitro models. However, at present, there is no conclusive evidence as to the clinical significance of these mechanisms in malignancies customarily treated with taxane-containing regimens. In fact, a recent review by Berrieman et al. [25] highlighted the lack of evidence that b-tubulin mutations actually play a role in resistance to taxanes. This suggests that the other two aforementioned mechanisms probably factor in the emergence and maintenance of taxane resistance. Even though our observed inverse correlation between AT expression and response to taxane based chemotherapy was strong, it cannot be conclusive in light of the small sample size and the multiple factors that could have predicted response to therapy including HPV status, tumor grade and primary site. Importantly this observation was restricted to patients with oral cavity and oropharynx primaries. Other studies have examined and confirmed a strong association of beta-II tubulin expression (another biomarker for taxane sensitivity) with adverse outcome in locally advanced SCCHN in patients treated with a taxanebased IC, suggesting that low expression of beta-II tubulin may predict benefit from use of sequential therapy schemas/regimens in this context [26] . Given the widespread use of taxanes in solid tumors including SCCHN, markers for taxane sensitivity in treatment-naïve patients at baseline in combination with other markers, such as p53, and Bcl-2 expression levels, may offer a better predictive model for outcome in patients with newly diagnosed locally advanced SCCHN and assist in their optimal stratification to receive certain modalities such as sequential therapy. It is unclear whether novel biomarkers, would be able to supersede other more classic prognostic markers of aggressiveness, such as T-and N-stage or histologic grade, as far as their prognostic value for OS or PFS/DFS or their ability to predict response/sensitivity to systemic poly-chemotherapy. Further studies are needed to answer this question.
In conclusion, in our cohort of patients with predominant oral cavity SCCHN, a lower AT expression is correlated with a lower tumor grade and an oral cavity primary site. Our observed trends correlating AT expression and presence of nodal metastases need further confirmation. The inverse correlation between AT and response to a taxane based regimen in the induction therapy setting, needs to be reproduced using a larger sample size. 
